With the requirement of very large data centers for cloud computing, the entire automatic process can be completed in seconds or less.
Introduction

22
The design of a more efficient and scalable data center technologies such as C-Through [9] and Helios [10] . 
184
In modern data centers, the servers are placed in racks and DCZeroconf works and can be understood as follows.
216
In the first step, the network administrator determines an 217 available IP address pool that can be used in the data center Addressing hierarchy. 
342
Address assignment between the RR and switches
343
In this section, we first describe how the RRs and switches stack. This path information is also kept in the packet back to Figure 2 Example of a switch configuration. S1 through S7 in the figure are switches. In each switch, a, b, and c denote the different ports, and RR1 through RR4 are rack regulators. 
514
The measured results in Table 1 are obviously in this range.
515
Moreover, as indicated in (1) and we evaluate the configurations time in such cases. of T switch and T CCC . We run the experiment for 1,000 times,
594
and the results in Figure 4 are the average value (the result 595 is for a classical tree-based topology). The shaded area in 596 Figure 4 indicates the difference between T switch and T CCC .
597
The total configuration time, as well as T switch =T CCC , Figure 3 Configuration time when adding servers.
Figure 4
Configuration time when adding switches.
increases sublinearly with the number of the added switches, 
